Reports and Statistics - Usage Consolidation

The user can use the EBSCOadmin Reports and Statistics tab to generate reports on usage loaded into the system. Once on the Reports and Statistics tab locate the Usage Consolidation box and click the Usage Consolidation Reports link. Usage Consolidation report options include:

• Title Usage Reports:
  ◦ Title Usage Details
  ◦ Titles in My Current Configured Holdings Missing Usage Report
  ◦ Title Usage Summarized by Platform
  ◦ Title Usage Summarized by Publisher
  ◦ Title Usage Summarized by Unique Title

• Database Usage Reports:
  ◦ Database Usage Details
  ◦ Databases in My Current Configured Holdings Missing Usage Report

• COUNTER Reports:
  ◦ Journal Report 1
  ◦ Book Report 1
  ◦ Book Report 2
  ◦ Database Report 1
  ◦ Database Report 2